
MANAL MEMORIAL PARK CEMETERY, BAULINE LINE, TORBAY

REGULATIONS

These regulations are designed to ensure proper use and maintenance of the Cemetery to avoid
any unnecessary deviations. The size of the monuments is limited to keep the cost low and some
sense of uniformity.

1. The Burial plots have a dimension of 10´ x 5´ for adults, whereas 5´ x 5´ for children below
the age of 5 years, and 5´ x 2.5´ for infants and new born.

2. The plots will be used in sequence and there will be no reserved plots.

3. The monuments will not be more than 24 inches in height, 20 inches in width and 6 inches in
thickness.  The  base  will  not  be  more  than  26"  long,  12"  wide  and  6"  high.  These  are  the
maximum dimensions of the monument and there is no restriction on a smaller size according to
affordability.

4. There will be a 3" extension at the base around the monument for the purpose of stability.

5. The base will be cement concrete. The monument can be granite or marble. No bronze or other
materials will be permitted.

6. The base of the monument and the monument itself will be centered in the width of the plot
and placed upon the 9th foot of the plot towards the head, leaving the 10th foot of the plot vacant
for walking, if necessary.

7. No littering will be allowed in the cemetery. MANAL may charge the offenders the cleanup
cost if necessary.

8. Monuments should be respectful of Islamic values, having “La Ilaha ill Allah hu” OR “La
Ilaha ill Allah hu Muhammad ur Rasullullah” (In English or Arabic language depending upon the
space available on the top line), name of the deceased on the second line and date of birth and
death on the third line.

9. No pictures or other symbols will be permitted on the monuments.

10. MANAL will not accept prepayments for burial expenses as it will have tax implications for
the individuals desiring to do so. However, this service is available at the Barrett’s Funeral Home
without any tax implications. The payment can be deposited in a trust fund maintained by the
Funeral Home. It is understood the payment is based on current cost at the time of prepayment,
without any escalation even if the cost of burial goes up over time. Also, the deposited amount is
refundable with interest. Further details are available from the Barrett’s Funeral Home.

11. Changes to the regulations can be made any time.
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The typical funeral service charges for an adult are as follows: 

                                                                                                 Adult        Child      Infant

Cost of the plot plus lifetime maintenance of the cemetery:    $1,500     $750       $       Plus HST

Barrett’s Funeral Home charges:                                              $1,695     size        size    plus HST

Opening and closing of the grave:                                            $700        size        size   plus HST

Total expenses:                                                                         $3895                               plus HST

Note:  (a) The funeral service charges for child and infant depend upon the size/age.

           (b) Out of town cases may have additional transportation cost and charges are subject to 
change at any time.

Approximate Expenses for shipment of deceased body to Overseas depending upon the 
destination. The following was a case for sending to Iraq.

Dignity Pine Casket and Sealed Liner:                         $1395.00

Embalming and funeral home services:                         $2200.00

Airline fees, Embassy fees, etc.  :                                              $4633.17  

Total including Taxes:                                                    $10136.49     

Note: Payment to be secured before shipment in this case.
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